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Starting in the name of the Almighty, The most merciful & the most
graceful. Hi! As announced on social media some months ago, the Squared
circle magazine is not dead. We have brought to you a new & improved
version of it. I got a brand new team & the magazine got a brand new name.
The assistant Editor in Chief, Liam Hall contacted me when the magazine
was all over. The digital store where we used to publish went down. There
were a lot of ups & downs in my professional and personal life. I told him
that the mag is all over. He relaxed me by saying to contact him when I
decide to start it again. When the magazine got restarted he was in the first
ones to congratulate me. I asked him if he'll still like to contribute & he
answered 'Absolutely!'. Yeah, that was exactly how he answered & since
then we never looked back. We got a team. We decided to make it free till
the point we can. It took a hell of a time to finally publish this. Bad times
don't last as well said by Scott Hall (And yeah Liam Hall isn't his relative
hahahaha) so here is the magazine. 100+ Pages of pure wrestling content
plus including our new comic series by Udit Raj featuring Brian Cage, Flip
Gordon & many of good brothers of the magazine. Not to forget that
Wrestling Legend Virgil has also written an article in it. Good Brother
Tucker whom you can catch every week on WWE NXT UK & Priscilla
Kelly from WWE Mae Young Classic 2 tournament have given interviews.
Everything is just too sweet!

NOTE:
This Magazine is unofficial and has no
connection with the featured Talents, Artist
& Organization. The views expressed are
that of the individual writers and not of Too
Sweet Magazine. No content found in this
Magazine may be copied , edited or
MOHAMMED FAIZAN SHAIKH

EDITOR IN CHIEF OF THE SQUARED CIRCLE MAGAZINE
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oman Reigns‟ dance with the
Universal title has been a multi-year
affair which, much to the chagrin of the
fans, looks set to continue for a while
now. Since their first clash at
WrestleMania 31, Brock Lesnar and
Reigns have clashed five times on PPV,
with their upcoming SummerSlam match
soon to become the sixth. Multi-year
feuds in WWE are quite a rare
occurrence and because of it the story
between Lesnar and Reigns is quite
fascinating; it should be quite an
engaging story and would be if not for a
lack of engagement with the Roman
Reigns character. Roman Reigns for a
couple of years has been the cookiecutter WWE babyface with very little
about him standing out except for his
look. Very handsome, tall and muscular
he is perfect for advertising. However,
like Cena before him, he is an extremely
unrealistic underdog and his inevitable
wins kill any match stakes or potential
character development. No one has been
a feasible opponent for “the big dog” due
to this fact, that is until Brock Lesnar. As
it stands Reigns is 1-4 against Brock
Lesnar, a feat of dominance over the big
dog that no other superstar can boast of,
with only Braun Strowman coming
close, with a 2-1 record over reigns.
Roman Reigns has finally become the
legitimate underdog the WWE wants
thanks to his poor match record with
Lesnar. Slowly but surely, fans are
starting to get behind Roman again but
the question has to be asked: Is it too
little, too late? As previously mentioned
it has been 3 years since Roman Reigns‟
main event push started, at WrestleMania
31, and suffice to say it hasn‟t exactly
turned out the way WWE would have
wanted. Soon the simmering, ambivalent
atmosphere around Reigns would grow
into a reception much more hostile. The
reason for this, besides the problematic
underdog narrative already covered, is
the overly aggressive push Reigns has
received. It is a fact scoffed at by some
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in WWE but if 4 straight WrestleMania
main events is not a heavy push for a
superstar then this is an argument that is
slowly moving into lunacy. Of course,
this wouldn‟t be a problem if these main
events were truly classic contest. But
instead three of the four main events
have been peppered with boos by those
in attendance thanks to the forced
narrative being told. The question has to
be asked though: Why has WWE
continued to push so hard? The reason
surprisingly is actually because Roman
Reigns is the perfect choice to lead the
company forward.
When the shield was reaching peak
popularity before WrestleMania 30, it is
easy to forget that Roman Reigns was
actually the most over member with the
crowd. Whilst Seth Rollins got the initial
push when paired with the authority,
Reigns was being prepped to sit at the
top of WWE. As the most popular
member of the hottest faction in recent
memory, Reigns was deserving of a
push. But in him WWE saw a man who
could carry over from Cena as the face of
the company for years to come, and in
truth it‟s not hard to see why. Roman
Reigns is an incredibly handsome man
with a distinctive look; he is arguably the
2nd/3rd best performer in the whole
company and most importantly he is very
popular with children. Roman Reigns
should be the face of the company, and
one has to wonder if he was pushed more
like Charlotte - effectively the female
face of the company besides Ronda
Rousey – how well he would be faring
now. Perhaps this is now immaterial if
indeed people are finally starting to get
behind Roman, or so it seems. He may
now finally be gaining traction but one
has to question if this is too little too late.
Ever since Reigns‟ problems started new
stars have come into the fold and shown
themselves as worthier possible
candidates as the face of WWE. Braun
Strowman is an example of someone
who has defied expectations to become
indisputably the most popular wrestler
on the Raw brand. Although perhaps not
the easiest babyface to advertise, fans
familiar with him will find it hard to
enjoy the big man. Another wrestler
staking a claim for face of the company
is fellow shield member Seth Rollins. He
had been treading water since beating

Triple H at WrestleMania 33, but since
winning the Intercontinental title at this
year‟s WrestleMania he has finally found
his footing in the babyface role. As for
Roman Reigns, has his destiny of being
the face of the WWE slipped through his
fingers? Only time will tell. Roman
Reigns‟ Casablanca story looks set to
continue, his will he/won‟t he
relationship with the WWE will carry on.
But if Reigns‟ story finishes anything
like Rick Blaine‟s, it will be a relief but
with a tinge of what could have been.

BY MATT TAYLOR

Authors: Chris Charlton, Matt Charlton
Published: 17 July 2018

This was the match teased at the end of
Muta‟s bloodbath with Hase, and it
deserves that you watch it.
In 1989 Antonio Inoki‟s NJPW took a
Choshu v Hashimoto IN January 1997,
gamble, to move wrestling out of the
was a passing of a torch over a year (and
2,000 to 3,000 seat Sumo arenas where it two or three chapters) in the making. A
had lived and largely thrived for 30
quick Youtube search finds the match
years, and into the recently completed
and can give you (and it) the payoff it
Tokyo Dome Stadium. It was a step as
deserves.
audacious as McMahon‟s Wrestlemania Nakamura‟s recapture of the IWGP Title
Gamble, and like Wrestlemania in the
from Hiroshi Tanahashi in January 2008
United States had, it changed wrestling is more explosive than the few sentences
in Japan.
written can convey. Find it watch it.
Where Inoki had led other promotions
soon followed and in the years since
every Japanese promotion with
pretensions of credibility have run, or
taken part in shows at the Dome. Sixty
Four Shows over nearly thirty years.
Eggshells tells the modern history of
Japanese wrestling through the prism of
those 64 Tokyo Dome Shows, and it is a
compelling, and intriguing if sometimes
confusing story.
If you know little or nothing of Japanese
wrestling it is a good place to start. But
in covering so much in a little over 300
pages, it moves very quickly.

As an introduction to some of the key
players in Puroreso it is brilliant
As a survey of important matches to
check out, it is invaluable.
As a sprint through the politics of
Japanese (and international) wrestling
since the late eighties it is entertaining
and informative, looking into the
shadows beyond the obvious spotlight of
NJPW.
As a story though, it is a little superficial.

Wrestling History is by its nature a broad
canvas. Japanese Wrestling History is a
Read it slowly and with access to the
rich branch of that particular tree. At a
internet. The Great Muta v Chono in
time when the WWE appears to have
January 1993, gets a paragraph and half. rejected long term story telling in favour
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of generating „moments‟, New Japan is
telling the most compelling stories in
wrestling. It is a shame then, that in
providing a broad history of Japanese
wrestling, egg shells, fails to evoke
Japanese wrestling.
It is possible to let the part tell the whole.
In
„Slaying the Badger‟ Richard Moore
tells the story of the 1985 Tour de
France, and in particular the rivalry
Between Le Mond and Hinault. Through
telling that merest part, of a part Moore
explores the history, the shenanigans and
the soul of nearly 100 years of racing,
and evokes the spirit of the race.
Eggshells doesn‟t do that. It Can‟t do
that. By casting its net over the last thirty
years of shows, it tells us all the details
but ultimately not enough of the story.

i my name is Mike Jones. You know
who I am. If you don‟t here is a
refresher. I am known for being the greatest
thing since breadsticks in the wrestling biz.
You know me as Virgil the first ever Million
dollar champ. You know me as Vincent. The
former leader of the NWO, Soul Train Jones,
and one 1/4 of the great faction of all the
west Texas rednecks Curly Bill. Now I am
known as the King of the Romaine Lettuce
Empire, a Meat sauce God, and the president
of Fuck Money international which main
goal is to help the next generation of talent
and talentless humans better themselves to
achieve my level of greatness. Although that
is impossible, I will do my best to let them
learn that on their own. So it is now my time
to give the future and current wrestling
universes their yearly report cards. Between
my natural charisma, charm, in ring
performance and dedication to fine cuisine
aka Olive Garden I will present them their
grades and statuses in an unbiased manner.

Cody A+ He just gets it... Disrupting the

market place and allowing the game to be
changed...Reminded me of when I brought
Ted into the NOW and allowed him to be in
the stable... We just knew it was going to
work.. WE were anarchist with a plan...
Proud of you C.

future... I gave him the blessing to date
Penelope.. Although she was obsessed with
me I let him be the #1 guy... Go Joe Joe..
Ascension A– Can somebody say
GREATEST TAG TEAM EVER? They
make Demolition look like homey the
clowns cousins... They are sharp and know
how to cut the cheese... respect!
Marko Stunt B+
anyone that wants to work for little and get
famous and make a name for themselves in
an industry that is full of lies deceit and pain
deserves to make a living!! I was once that
small... in my dreams.. but this is the future
of the business.. This man knows how to
make meat sauce!!

The 3 cheese pasta? Some gorgonzola? His
intro could be a bit flashier that is all I am
saying
Cheeseburger D+ For a guy that probably
loves me more than anything his name pisses
me off... WHY NOT name yourself Meatballs and honor the Godfather of the game? I
deserve better... Not cool Cheese
Authors of Pain F Those guys... They eat
all in catering. Don't save for the other boys..
You want to get far in this business you need
to share... that is my advice..

Tyler Breeze D- Fashion police? For real?
James Ellsworth C+
Where is Mall Cop part 4? Let's get with the
Whatever... You teach a guy how to hustle
times... More of a Probation officer to the
Samoa Joe A+ One of my Meat saucerians... and make money but they forget about you
teen mom police... let's get it going man!
Looks the roll, mean as fuck, he can back it once they get a taste... I won't forget.. maybe
a Texas death math (a match I invented) at
up... Has the spice... Love that
Mania?
Joey Janella A++ I love him like a son..
Instagram/ @realvirgil
Like a son that I can still ask for a loan and
Twitter/ @TheRealVirgil
Bobby Roode Bnot have to pay him back because he is
Glorious he is-- but where is the breadsticks? For Booking: therealvirgil1@gmail.com
making a living... Give it up for the
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shii vs Omega has been great each time
these men have squared off. People can
never ever forget Ishii biting the top
rope in their match at G1 Special in
Long Beach. In the start of the match Ishii
struggled as Omega kept teasing him by
playing
drums on his bald head. The
chemistry
between these two is
ridiculously amazing.
Soon it was
payback time for Ishii as he teased Omega in
similar manner Omega did to him before &
landed powerful chops that might have crack
his rib bones. Ishii definitely is one of the
hardest hitters in pro wrestling sport. So it was
hard hitter vs best seller here on the 14th day
of G1 Climax 28. There was some moments in
the first half of the match like Kenny Omega's
Rise of the Terminator, Ishii Superplexing
Omega, You can't escape by Omega & Ishii
German suplexing Omega into the corner
pads. The claps before Omega hits the rise of
the terminator are so loud that they can be
heard to the other side of the world in USA
(specially in the ears of Vince McMahon, as
he badly wants to sign Omega). The fact that
Ishii tried the one winged angel makes me
have goose bumps. There series of V triggers
& Ishii coming back from them without any
sell. The crowd went nuts during this
sequence. OMG! the very next V Trigger was
so impactful that it would have knocked down
Ishii. The final sequence was great where Ishii
made Kenny go Inside out with his massive
lariats which also made the champ's mouth
bleed, Ishii dodged the V Trigger & the one
winged angel to beat the undefeated champ by
a brain buster. This match was so important as
Ishii became the first guy to defeat Omega
after his title win.
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#10

/ THE SHIELD

The Shield has been doing a lot of reunions.
Currently also they are reunited against the
Monster among men, McIntyre & Ziggler. The
return of Dean Ambrose has made them more
powerful then ever. Their match at WWE Hell In
a Cell against McIntyre & Ziggler was one of the
best matches of the evaluation period. They
might not have any titles on their shoulder but
they still are one of the best tag teams in the
world today.

#8

/ AUSSIE OPEN

Aussie Open is the best tag team in the UK
scene today. Currently holding the Defiant tag
team & Progress tag teams titles. The reason
why Aussie open is in the list & British Strong
style is not because it's simple, Aussie Open is
still a team & BSS is currently after singles
success.
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#9

/ SUZUKI GUN

Here they don't stand as a duo but as an entire
stable. Under the wise leadership of Minoru
Suzuki the team has achieved a lot of success.
Currently they hold the RPW Undisputed British
Tag Team Championship, RPW British
Heavyweight Championship & IWGP junior
heavyweight championship.

#7

/ LAX

The current IMPACT! tag team champions & the
next generation of Latin American Xchange
have established themselves as one of the best
tag teams in the world today. At Slammiversary
2018, The original LAX, Homicide & Hernandez
have finally passed the torch to Ortiz & Santana.
The 5150 street fight was a phenomenon & this
rivalry between the Ogz & LAX is on fire right
now. They also hold the IMPACT! Tag team
titles.

#6

/ LUCHA BROTHERS

The Lucha brothers are rocking on weekly TV as
your current Major League wrestling tag team
champions. Not just this but in their singles
career too they are doing amazing. Fenix is the
current AAA mega champion where Penta had a
great reign as the IMPACT! & Lucha
Underground champion. This is just a start for
the Lucha Brothers.

#4

/ THE BRISCOES

The Briscoes are the current ROH Tag team
champions. They are one of the franchise
wrestlers that ROH has created. It was an epic
moment when they reached 1000 combined
days as ROH tag team champions some days
ago. Their match with the young bucks at death
before dishonour 2018 was one of the best
matches in the evaluation period.
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#5

/ THE NEW DAY

Kofi Kingston has become the superstars with
the most days as tag team champion in WWE
beating the likes of Billy Gunn & Mr.Fuji. It's a
huge milestone for the entire team. They are
also the current reigning Smackdown Tag Team
champions in their 5th reign (Including the WWE
tag team & RAW Tag team titles). This team has
kept entertaining both as a face & as a heel.

#3

/ THE DOGS OF WAR

The current RAW Tag Team champions have
helped the tag team division to get its prestige
back after their title win. Dolph Ziggler & Drew
McIntyre are reminding the people of the team
of Shawn Micheals & Diesel. Their match with
the Shield at Hell in a Cell was also one of the
top matches in the evaluation period. Ziggler &
McIntyre working with Braun Strowman to
takedown the shield is a story which had some
great chapters in it.

#2

/ THE YOUNG BUCKS

Quite frankly the team which is taking the #1 place each
year. What a great time they had in the evaluation period.
They grabbed the ROH 6 man Tag team titles, They had the
Never openweight 6 man tag titles & IWGP Tag team titles.
The ALL IN event which is said to be biggest indy wrestling
show ever was arranged by the duo & Cody together. It
was a great & successful 3 months for this duo. Young
Bucks are already a Hall Of Fame worthy team in such a
young age.

#1

/ THE UNDISPUTED ERA

This ROH guys are making rapid strides in the business. They are the best stable in the world today beating
the already faded Bullet Club. Roderick Strong is a great add to the initial trio. But I hope Bobby fish gets back
in the ring soon & we get a redragon reunion at some point. These guys share a lot & lot of history together
which makes the chemistry in the team so interesting. In just 1 year they are 3 times NXT tag team
champions. Redragon have 1, Rody & O'Riley with 2. Adam Cole also had a great run as the NXT North
American champion. Their matches with Moustache Mountain & Danny Burch and Oney Lorcan were fantastic.
There is no doubt why they took the #1 place.
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PRISCILLA
KELLY
On 28th of August 2018 we
contacted Priscilla Kelly for an
interview in our magazine following
her participation in this year‟s Mae
Yong Classic Tournament. Since the
news went up in the air that the
World Wrestling Entertainment is
going to have another MYC
Tournament we had an eye on the
best female wrestlers in the world
participating in it with a motive to
get a chance to interview them &
bring to you (the readers) a glance
of their Journey in this Sport &
Finally getting a chance to wrestle
in a WWE ring. Priscilla Kelly is the
2nd female wrestler we have
interviewed following a
participation in MYC. Renee
Michelle was the first we contacted
last year after the inaugural MYC
Tournament.
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We have asked fans for sending us the
questions. Most of them have compared you
to the General Manager of SD Live, Paige. I
mean people always compare wrestlers with
other wrestlers like they say Seth is the new
age Shawn Michaels. What's your take on
it?
My take on it is that people need to be
more open minded. I've had black hair
and pale skin for as long as I can
remember. Yeah, I used to tan, but that
was before I was able to be comfortable
in the skin I was born with. It took a lot
for me to be comfortable with my pale
skin in a society and business that says
that “tan is better”. I am my own person.

What do you think is needed for women‟s
wrestling to progress further?
Your opinion on WWE's all women,
Evolution PPV?
I think it's great. Women have been
swept under the rug for far too long.
We are capable of so much and I'm glad
women are finally getting the chance to
show that.

Coming to your gimmick, You started with
something else but it ended into something
different? Your gimmick is very similar to
that of Darby Allin. The Skeleton face paint
is very similar to his half face painting. Is
your gimmick somewhat inspired by him?
The skeleton face paint that I did was
during October. It was a Halloween
character that I dressed up as for Fest.
As far as who I am in the ring, it is
nothing of that which is Darby Allin. My
character was around long before I even
knew him. I'm really not even sure how
anyone would suggest my character and
Darby's are even alike. Yes we are both
dark and maybe a little eerie, but as i
said before, everyone needs to be more
open minded. The things I've been known
to do in that ring are innovative in a
sense that I created them. My real
inspiration? Movies like Devils Rejects
and the American Horror Story
series. Powerful, insense, sexual.
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It needs to stop being referred to as
“Women's Wrestling”. All wrestling is
wrestling. You label it as something else
and people are quick to assume it will
always be a step down from the men?

What are the negative & positive things you
face sharing the same profession with the
love of your life?
It works really well, we train together,
eat together and workout together. We're
both chasing the same dream, so we feed
off each other‟s drive and hard work to
make each other better. The time apart
can be difficult but I also think it's
healthy to have that space. It keeps
things fresh.
What is the craziest thing you ever did?
Jump into a wrestling ring and start
taking bumps. I loved wrestling but to
become one was completely on a whim.
It's insane how far it's taken me in a
little over 3 years.

I ask myself this a lot. Perhaps a makeup
artist or an actress. When I was younger
I wanted to be a singer.

Are there many things you've had to change
since preforming in the WWE or is the
MYC quite unrestrictive?
Of course with the WWE being PG I was
not able to showcase my.. unusual stategies, but my presence alone doesn't need
the shocking tactics to reel the audience
in. I never wanted to be solely based on
my “ooh and ah” factor. My aggression
will speak for itself.

We all know how much Undertaker have
inspired you to be a wrestler, As you are
already a part of WWE. Will you like to
share the ring with him someday?
I would really just love to sit down and
talk with him. For a long time.

What was the best piece of advice someone
has given you in your wrestling career so
far?
Wrestling comes from the heart not the
head.
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Last question. If you were not a wrestler
than which other profession would you have
chosen?

I've seen WAR GAMES match before. Also have
seen WWE NXT's version of it. This right here is a
total indy wrestling WAR GAMES match & that
excites me. MLW has the best independent wrestlers
from all round the world competing in this match.
Then it may be the recently announced soon to be
IMPACT wrestling hall of famer, Abyss or the heart
of ECW, Tommy Dreamer. Not only there were
legends in the match but there were also big indy
stars like Johnny Mundo & Shane Strickland. Last
but the ones most suitable for such matches Jimmy
Havoc & Sami Callihan. The build up promos before
the match were so good. It was like I was seeing a
Classic NWA promo. The commentators are doing a
great job and a salute goes to the ring announcer. So
let the WAR GAMES begin! The match started with
2 entrant, from Swerve's team it was Brazil & from
Callihan's team it was Fulton. What an uneven
matchup. Fulton has a visible size advantage here but
Brazil is more fast & Athletic. Fulton tried to enter
the cage via door but Brazil tries to take early
advantage with a Suicide dive. Fulton is sent back to
the ring by Brazil & he now climbs to the top rope
where Fulton counters his flight with a punch to the
gut in mid air. Brazil is in form as he is taking
advantage of his much better athleticism. But gets
driven into the steel cage wall badly. The crowd just
went nuts! Fulton threw Brazil from a side of one
ring to the opposite side of the other ring. What a pop
by the crowd! Now I was brought into reality that the
big man Fulton can move like a butterfly when
needed. He missile dropkicked the soul out of Brazil.
I think that man is half dead already, somebody call a
F'N ambulance. Fulton rolling on the mat for a
senton. This is the first time I'm seeing Fulton
compete & the next thing I'm going to do is to contact
him for an interview. This man is a beast! He is now
sneezing on Brazil. This is looking like I'm watching
a match from the good old times. What a great match
so far. Didn't bore me for a single second. Fulton in
total control & he's shredding the face & body of
Brazil by rubbing it on the cage. (Minor update:
Fulton is already contacted & seems like we gonna
interview him soon) Brazil is crawling away from
Fulton but the big guy is behind him as a Predator.
There was a toss before the match & looks like Brazil
got a backup as his team won the toss & Johnny
Mundo is in the ring with a good smirk on his face.
The commentator says true that it won't be any two
on one advantage for Swerve's team as Brazil is out
so its gonna be one on one for a while till Brazil is
back in the match. Mundo doing some show off by
teasing the big men. Johnny dodging a punch & a
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super kick aided by Brazil. It's two on 1 now. They
were trying to do a double team move but Brazil got a
hit with lariat instead. Johnny is on the top rope &
he's dodging the big men cleverly. Hahaha... What a
great match. I love Johnny! The Swerve's team was
trying to capitalize but here comes the next entrant
Jimmy Havoc. Jimmy with his weird but effective
weapon. A F'N paper! Giving paper cuts on his
opponent. Johnny went from hero to zero in a second
as he is dealing with that paper cuts badly. Jimmy
now cutting the lip areas of his opponents, holy shit!
Insane! WTF!! sorry for the language but what did I
just see! Fulton Throwing Brazil in air like a ball &
Havoc hitting him by a road sign like a bat. What is
this base ball? A home run by Havoc! I'm shouting
again for someone to call the ambulance. Swerve is
here! Shane Strickland is the next member to enter
the ring! No..no...no....Sami Callihan is here attacking
Shane from behind. Making it 2 on 2 again. Sami is
not finished with it here, he threw Shane from the
ramp crashing into a table. One more time on the
table with a power bomb. Sami hits the cage door on
Mundo's head & he's entering the match. Oh good
lord they are now setting a table in the ring. Havoc on
the top rope & Mundo is laid on the table. Havoc
jumps on the table breaking it & also the bones of
Mundo. Poor Swerve's team. Shane is handled by
doctors as Callihan's team is creating massacre inside
the ring. "I LIVE FOR THE SAKE OF VIOLENCE"
shouts Callihan. Havoc Is chocking Mundo with his
shirt. 'ECDub' chants all over the arena as Tommy
Dreamer, the Innovator of violence is here. He's
looking ready with a trash can filled with weapons &
also he's putting every single weapon he get's around
the ring inside. The Callihan team is ready with
weapons to welcome the hardcore legend. He enters
the ring with a kendo stick in hand & a trash can.
Throws the trash can on Fulton & he destroyed
everybody with a kendo stick. 'Tommy Dreamer'
chants all over the arena. The commentators
mentioning the pants of Dreamer which have polka
dots as a tribute to the man who put up the idea of
War Games, none other than the American dream,
Dusty Rhodes. Dreamer also brought some snacks
with him. He's snacking & kicking ass at the same
time. E...C...W...count and a drop kick to the face of
Sami Callihan which is covered by a road sign. Here
comes one more member of Callihan's team. Its Scott
with a baseball bat, that Callihan used a lot of times
to implement huge damage to his opponents. Scott
hand overs the Sami the bat & Tommy takes down
dreamer after beating him with it on his abdomen.
Sami places the sign below the abdomen of Dreamer

& hits it with a base ball bat! Holy Shit! Holy Shit!
Holy Shit! Callihan's team is ruling the field using the
weapons brought in by Dreamer against his own
team. Here comes Hughes. A huge man he took on
Scott, Havoc tried to use a road sign against him but
he didn't sell a F'N shot & destroyed him. Now comes
Fulton. So it's Big man vs Big man. Dreamer team is
now leading the war. Dreamer sprayed water in
Fulton's eye making him blind for some seconds.
Dreamer‟s team looks good right now but here comes
the Monster Abyss to F up their team‟s good time in
the ring. Abyss is changing the landscape by choke
slamming everyone he sees. Dreamer comes for his
team aid against Abyss & he creates a dusty moment
with Bionic Elbows. Crowd is chanting Dusty!
Dusty! Dusty! Things are on fire. Abyss with a black
hole slam to Dreamer. Brazil had his moment finally,
He went up on the top of the cage & corkscrew dive
taking out all of them. Fulton is bleeding very badly
& so is Jimmy Havoc. Brazil with a Canadian
destroyer on Havoc & now is trying to make him
submit. Abyss with claws to his shoulder to make
Brazil tap. Johnny also locked Scott with a cradle
lock. Sami & Fulton locking Johnny. Hughes choking
Sami & Tommy grabbing the hair of Abyss. Now
Hughes and Dreamer grabs each other hands to make
a very impressive & unique version of the human
centipede. Hughes shouting 'Hit Me' to Abyss but
counters his punch & hits a corner splash on him.
Hughes goes for another splash but the monster lays
him waste with a lariat. Mundo & Scott try to put
each other through the table set on a turnbuckle. Scott
with a spear but Mundo dodges & he crashes into the
table. Johnny gets double teamed by Sami & Havoc.
Havoc hits him with an acid rain maker. Abyss is
directed by Sami to take out the tacks. Abyss puts the
tacks on the mats & grabs Brazil. Brazil fights back
in an impressive fashion. Abyss chokes him to slam
him down on the tacks but he bites his hand & puts
him on the tacks instead. Sami & Jimmy Havoc tries
to double team on Tommy. Hits with an acid rain
maker but Tommy dodges & Sami got hit by it.
Tommy then lays waste to Havoc with a cutter. Brazil
is shouting 'Tommy' with a barbed wire in his hands.
Tommy & Brazil wraps Hughes with the wire & he
does a corner splash on Fulton. Then does a standing
splash on him again & uses barbed wire to make him
submit with the help of Brazil for the win. What a
match! What a great product the company has! Truly
loved the match. After the match Jimmy Havoc is
considered the reason for loss & the Sami clan beats
him down. Best Product! - By Mohammed Faizan
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